Given a set of orthogonal polynomials ( pi(x)}, it is shown that associated with a polynomial a(x) = Zuipi(x) there is a matrix A which possesses several of the properties of the usual companion form matrix C. An alternative and possibly preferable form A' is also suggested. 
=xn+iirxn-r+.** +;z,_rx+l&.
Using a well known result [4, p. 3771 expressing pi(x) as a tridiagonal determinant, the matrix
l/2 * * * 9 Y,'/" % (6) -to have i;(x) as its characteristic polynomial. Explicit is shown in Sec. 2 expressions for the characteristic vectors of A are easily written down. This generalizes a result of Good [3] f or the special case of Chebyshev polynomials when in (6) q = 1, fii = 0, yi = 1, all i. In this case Good coined the term "colleague" matrix for A, by analogy with the usual companion matrix
. . . ~ -%-I a n-1 whose characteristic polynomial is also G(X). For the more general matrix A in (6) the term "comrade" matrix is suggested. In Sec. 3 and 4 further results are given which provide additional reasons for regarding A as an analogue of C for orthogonal polynomials. In Sec. 3 an explicit form for a similarity transformation between A and C is exhibited; it involves only the yi and the coefficients of pi(x), . . . , pn_ 1(x). This incidentally establishes that A is nonderogatory. In the course of the proof an alternate and possibly preferable form A' is derived which could be used in place of (6). The transformation is 
THE COMRADE MATRIX

THEOREM 1. The characteristic polynomial of the matrix A in (6) is i;(x).
Proof.
It is a well-known result [4] that
a,x+ Pl -#2 . ..,a,,),
(10)
Expanding the determinant on the left hand side of (10) by the last row and using (8) produces the expression ~,+~"-,P,(x)+~,-,P,(x)+...
+(u2-Yn)Pn-2(X)+(al+an~+Pn)pn-1(X). (12)
By virtue of (2) with i = n, Eq. (12) reduces to a(x) in (3), so (11) and (4) imply the desired result. n
Notice that the right hand side of (10) could be replaced by det Ddet (xl-DAD -'), giving DAD -' as a slightly different form for the comrade matrix, in which ai is the common denominator in column i instead of row i.
It is easy to verify that
is a characteristic vector of A corresponding to a characteristic root Xi. The expression (13) is the equivalent of the characteristic vector [l,Pi>PZ , . . , , pTin-llT for a companion form matrix corresponding to a root pi, and generalizes the result of Good [3] for the colleague matrix. If some of the h, are repeated, then Good's argument for this case could also be extended.
SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION
THEOREM 2. The comrade matrix A in (6) is related to the companion matrix C in (7) associated with the same polynomial a(x) by the similarity transformation 
(20) 
and the ith element of the product on the right hand side of (23) is
YiPi-Z(x)-~iPi-l(x)+ Picx)
% 'xPi-1(x)9 5=1,2 ,...,n-1,
using (2) . The last element of (23) 
where Z,, is the unit matrix of order n. Applying (14) to (26) If A' is used instead of A, then the columns of b(A')S are used as the qi in Theorem 3.
In the companion matrix case, if the first row of b(C) is denoted by r, then subsequent rows are just rC,rC', . . . ,rCnP1 [2] . The corresponding result for b(A) is the following: as required, the penultimate step following by the induction hypothesis (30) and the last step by applying (2) . B
The first row of b(C) is simply [2] T= i_ &Jim_, ,..., igo ,...,o], and it is easy to verify by induction, using (2) and similarly for (38); and subsequent rows are R 'p,(A'), i = 1,2,. . . , n -1.
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